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Why Does Ideology Still Matter 
in Social Studies? 

Abstract 
Tlıls study tries ta ask some questions and to underline some points with respect to t/ıe 
study of tdeology. lts main objective is firstly to show that the concept of ideology is stil! a 
plausible ·concept. and tlıat an approach ta ideo!ogy, irrespective of the discipline in whlch 
it is developed. entails an understanding that the meaning of tlıe concept of ideology is 
embedded in language games in which it is utifized, and is partial!y fixed through an 
hegemonic operation. Secondly, it is to show that an understandtng of ideology in itself 
needs ta reconsider certaln philosophical categories such as truth, subject, consciousness. 
,:ınd tlıe misrecognition/distortlon of reality, wlıich have traditionally beon central to the 
theories of the formation and nature of ideology itself and have creatod a conceptual 
puzzlement. it argues that despite al! t!ıe d[fficulties and ideological problems that the 
concept of ideology causes, it is not justifiable to discard tlıe notion altogether. lt suggests 
that transcrmding the conceptual blindspot in the theories of ideology doesn't necessarily 
mean a total abandonment of those traditional philosophica! categories either. The third 
point thls paper omphasises is the political character of ideology. Put it differently, its aim 
is to underline that an approach to ideology entails an understanding of the formation and 
nature of the po!rtical and vice versa. 
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Why Does ldeology Still Matter 

in Social Studies? 

Any attempt to develop an understanding of the notion of 
ideology has to deal with various difficulties emerging out of 
historical, theoretical and ideological reasons. All who have 
grappled with the notion of ideology are aware that it is 
problematic to develop an approach to the notion of ideology, 
which has, in its long history, gained different, mostly 
contradictory and confusing, connotations. In its long history, 

the concept of ideology has remained undecidable between life 
and death, positivity and negativity: Some scholars proclaim 
that we no longer !ive in an age of ideology, so ideology is deacl 
and this is a post-ideological era, while son1e olhers suggest that 

ideology never dies. 

Given all these, this paper does not offer a fully elaborated 
answer to the question why the concept of icleology matters for 
social inquiry in general and for ınedia studies in particular. 
Nor will I offer a fı.ılly developecl approach to the analysis of 
icleology, or try to relocate the concept in media stuclies, which 
could only be a vain repetition of Hall's attempt to sketch out 
the main contours of 'the rediscovery of ideology' in the 1980s. 

Rather, 1 will try to ask some questions and to underline some 
points that I think crucial for an approach to the notion of 
ideology. My main objective here is firstly to show that the 
concept of ideology is stil! a plausible concept, ancl that an 
approach to ideology, irrespective of the discipline in which it is 

developed, entciils an understanding that the meaning of the 
concept of ideology is embedded in language games in which it 
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is utHized, and is partially fixed through an hegemonic 

operation._ Se_condly, it is to show that an understanding of 
ıdeology ın ıtself needs to reconsider certain philosophical 
categorıes such as truth, subject, consciousness, and the 
misrecognition/ distortion of reality, which have trnditionally 

been centı·al to the theories of the formation and nature of 

ideology itself and have created a conceptual puzzlement. 
Underlying ali the theoretical problems concerning this 

puzzlement, the proclamations of the clecay of the concept of 
ıdeology and of "the end of ideology" (a formula which was 

immensely used at the beginning of the sixlies and which has 
recently been revivecl) suggest that the concept no longer makes 

sense, ~nd can be elin1inated. I want to argue following Laclau 

and Gıddens that despite ali the difficulties and ideological 
problems that the concept of ideology causes, it is not justifiable 
to dıscarcl the notion altogether. Instead, we should maintain 

the concept of ideology by breaking up with its traditional 
content ancl develop a new theory of ideology that goes beyoncl 

such a conceptual puzzlement. I also suggest that brcaking with 
the conceptua] blindspot in the theories of icleology doesn't 

necessarily lead to a total abandonınent of those traditional 
philosophical categories either. lnsteacl, they must be revisitecl 

and revised. Thirdly, 1 want to emphasise that in a new theory 

of ıdeology the concept of icleology must be considered in its 
relation with power, ancl therefore, with central political 

structı.ıres. l suggest that an approach to icleology entails an 
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d t d·ng of the formation and nature of the political and 
un ers an ı / l ·ll 

. Fı·nally I must warn the reader that what he s ,e wı 
vıce versa. , bl a 
encounter in this paper is a rather preliminary and hum . e w I y 
of re-thinking certain problems and questions concernmg. t 1e 

theory of ideology, nota fully develop~d answ.er to ali questions 

that are posed here in the length of thıs paper. 

I the paper, 1 will first of ali dwell upon the kind of 
n I t" s appeared 

d 1 . 1 bl. dspot" or "conceptual puzz emen a ' "i eo ogıca ın . 1 
·n the attempts to clarify the meaning of the concept of ıdeo ogy. 

~ollowing Wittgenstein' s arguments, 1 will try to show that the 
ol semic character of the concept of ideology does not 

p y, ··ı lead us to aban don it altogether; for the concept of 
necessaıı y , ains its 
.d I ı·ke ali other concepts in otır language, g, 
ı eo ogy, ı h. J 

. in its both everyday and scholarly usages w ıc 1 are 
meanmg dl 1 .ll focus on 

!ura! inconsistent and ambiguous. Secon y, wı f 
P ' d ·d ı y a dominant way o 
the dicl10tomy of science an ı eo og , . 
conceptualization of ideology. Following !rom the second one 
my third focus will be on another crucial dichotomy, that ıs, tl:e 

dichotomy of true and false consciousness. Here I wıll try o 

discuss whether or not distortion is stili plausıble for a new 
. 1 1 d ·f •t is so then where we should !ocate 

theory of ıc eo ogy an ı ı , , 1 
it. Finally, in an attempt to correct a tautology I will try tos ,ow 

that ideology has an inherently political character. 

Corıceptual Puzzlement 

"If there are such things as contested concepts," say: 

Giddens, and "il there were a prize for the most conteste 

h t of ideology would very nearly rank hrst. 
concept, t e concep ti 
Nobody can even decide how to pronounce itl" (21) in fact, ,e 

long history of the concept of ideology is marked wıth -a 

d·sarray and confusion around the meaning of the concept. 

~espite all vigorous attempts to clarify its meaning and to dt: 
a clear-cut boundary between the concept of ıdeology an · 1 d 

. ı·ro11ically ren1ained ambıguous an confusing uses, ıt 
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undecidable. Thus, the word of "ideology" still connotes more 

than one concept, boımd in various ways to different 
disciplines. 

The study of ideology stands at the crossroad of many 
disciplines froın sociology to politics, from anthropology to 
psychology. Various disciplines develop various approaches to 
the concept o(ideology. The interdisciplinary character of the 
stı.ıdy of ideology multiplies the problems of definition, and 
deepens the confusion and disarray around the concept of 
ideology. 

I-Iowever, what is at stake here is not only° a problem of 
definition as a result of contradictory or inconsistent usages of 
the concept of ideology, but also "a blindspot" that is embedded 
in the ways in which the concept of ideology is used by both 
scholars and non-scholars. in Freeden's words, "Both scholars 

and non-scholars have invested in it not only purposive, 
rellective, and critical thought but strong emotions. Yet it is also 
the case that the very existence of the facts to which ideology 
purportedly refers has frequently been denied" (13). in other 

words, most traditional treatınents of ideology render the 
concept totally blind to itself by reducing it to shared beliefs, "to 
a corpus of arguments, to the apparatı.ıs of beliefs which 
provides the visible framework of a collective practice" (Lefort, 

1991: 47). Similarly, the dominant ideology theses within social 
sciences also produce a blindspot in the study of ideology by 
overemphasizing the ideological homogeneity ofa certain social 
class both in capitalist and pre-capitalist societies. 

This is, for Claude Lefort, a "misappreciation of the 
problem of ideology". Lefort points that this misappreciation is 
embedded in the ways in which the concept of ideology is 
"employed by sociologists or historians invoking scientific 
authority, as well as by revolutionary militants" (46-7). Lefort 

thinks that in different conceptı.ıalizations of the concept of 
ideology "the split between an order of practice and one of 

representation ... is ignored". For him, this nota question of the 
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distortion of a concept, but that of the concealment of a 

fttndaınental split which ınust be the focus of the study of 

ideology. Lefort says, this is as such "an ideological blindspot" 

which shows itself in a ınisappreciation of the problem of 

ideology (47). 

Froın ali said so far we could draw the conclusion that the 

concept of ideology is hopelessly flawed by aınbiguity, and that 

it is a vain attempt to develop a clear understanding of what 

ideology is; therefore, the concept of ideology should be 

abandoned. The abanclonınent of the concept seems inevitable 

when one starts to reflect on the concept through a set of relatecl 

concepts like "subject," "consciousness," "knowledge," and 

"reality." Ali these relatecl concepts, like_ ınany others, suffer 

fron1 a sin1ilar an1biguity. I-Iowever, it is not easy to abandan a 

concept, as Kuhn en1phasizes, since '\ve are unable to do so in 
the absence of a,developecl alternative" (Pitkin, 1993:113). ln 

other words, we cannot abandon the concept of icleology unless 

we have a new and better, but necessarily clcvclopccl 
conceptualisation. Moreover, we cannot develop an alternative 

conccpt without a conccpt since we always need to have a co,ıcc.,7Jt 
to know what we refer to and what we conceptualise of. Thus, 

Kuhn' s paraclox becoınes ours: the ınore we try to relinquish the 

conventional ways of conceptualisation of ideology, the n1ore 

we find ourselves, as Kuhn dicl, hopelessly clepenclent on ancl 

surrouncled by these kinds of conceptualisations: 

But is sc,ısory expcricnce fixcd ancl 11clltral? Arc tlıeorics 
siıııply ııımı-ıııadc iııteıprctatioııs of givcıı dala? Tlıe 
epistcmalogical vicwpoiııt tlıat Jıns ıııost oftcıı gııidcd Wcstcm 
plıilosoplıy far tlırcc ccııtıırics dictatcs mı iıımıcdiatc mul 
ııııcqııivocal, Ycs! Iıı tlıc al,scııcc ofa dcvclopcd altcnıntivc, 1 
fiııd it iıııpossiblc ta rcliııqııislı eııtircly tlınt viewpoiııt. Yet it 
ııo loııgcr fııııctioııs cffcctively, aııd thc attempts ta ııınkc it do 
so tlıroııglı tlıc iııtrodııctioıı of a ııcııtrnl lmıgııngc of 
abscrvatiaııs ııaw sccııı ta mc lıopclcss (Kulııı, 1970: 126). 

So one can interpret the n1eaning of what Kuhn discovers 

in his atten1pt to relinquish the conventional views on the 
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concept of "world" in the followin 
problcın ora co11cept w"t] t g ,~ay: We cannot discuss a 
. ı 1011 encounterıng st I b' .. ınconsistencies "W] ıc 1 

an1 ıguıtıes and 
. 1at we say or ıh· k b , . 

about" a conccı1t "mııst b ·c1 1 ın a out uıscursively 
e saı or t 1ought · ] ıneans that in saying .t . 

111 
anguage. And that 

1 , we ınust ıntroduce tl . iınplications built ı'nto 1 ,1e assuınptıons and 
our anguage " ı " 

say what it is we i k ' , anc as soon as we try to 
nvo e a conceptual ·t · l iınplies" (Pitkin 19

93
. sys em wıt 1 all that 

' · 113-114). Moreove. " 
of these aınbigıtities w'll b ı, a new concept free 
" . ı not e a concept" of icl 1 1 wıll not satisfy what troubles us" (Pitkin, 1993: 11~;. ogy at a !, 

What we have at hand here . " 
a "conceptual paradox" in w· ..,ısa c~~ceptual puzzleınent" or 
the ambiP'"ltOus inco . t ıttdgensteınıan sense, as a result of 

o· ' nsıs ·ent an diverse f I 
ideology a d f l . · uses o· t 10 concept of 

, 'n o t ,e pluralıty of its . . 
teaches us that when I meanıng. Wıttgenstein 
consideı: the conc t . we 1ave ~ conceptual puzzleınent '\ve 
the concrete casesep ~n gleneral, ın the abstract" by disnıissing 
" '. as ırre evant (Pitkin, 1993· 92) I-1 
The probleıns are solve ·! . . . . . e suggests, 

by arranging what we l c, not by gıvıng ne,v inforınation, but 
1993: 92) W'tt ' .. l~Ve.always known" (guoted in Pitkin, 

. ı gensteın ınvıtes us to 1 
concepts, and sensitivit to the . 1ave an awareness of 
uses in a theo · -ı' 1 y pluralıty and mnbiguity of their 

rıs s anguage. I-Ie alsa inv· , 
as constitutive qualitı'es of I ıtes us lo ackJ10\vledge 

nnguage sucl I ı· 
ancl inconsistency Foll . 1 . . • l p ura ıty, mnbiguity 

· owıng us ime of , 1 
that the study of 'd 1 . . . arguınent, suggest 
search a new andı eaobogtyt, ın ıtt;; quest far clarity, n1ust cense to 

c ' e·er conce h. ı· · deve'lo P Hı ısntıon. R.ather it n1ust 
p awareness to itself to ı'ts . ·ı ı. ' • 

b
. · ' ınevı aoly plt · \ d aın ıguous conce ts I l. , ıın nn 

theories of icleolo p . a so suggest that an understancling of the 

controversies on g~lentaıls ı:ın analysıs of continuing theoretical 
e concept of ideoloay . ti 

awareness of tl,
0 

• 'f' o \VI 1 a coınplete 
~ sıanı ıcı:ınce of I 

inconsistency. So tl1eo t -k . conceptua plurality and 
' ı:ıs ıs not to f 

understand tl1e ways . 1 . . re ııse a concept, but to 
' ın w uch ıt · d kind of 1 ıs use , to unclerstand \vhat 

. anguage gaınes are played with this conce . 
entaıls an enterprise ti t· . f pt. Thıs 1a ıs o course b d ı 
paper. So, in the rest of the . eyon t 1e scope of this 

papeı I only follow certain paths that 

ocs ldcology. .. • 21 S 
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can take us in the depths of the theories of ideology. I will try to 

underline the questions, controversies, and ,concepts that a 

theory of ideology mus,t be aware of and sensitive to. 

Science/ldeology Dichotomy 

Giddens telis us that it is not justifiable to abandan the 
concept of ideology. However, this does not mean that we 

should stop searching a betler conceptualisation. He insists that 

we should keep the concept of ideology by breaking up with its 

traditional conceptualisations. He develops his four theses on 

ideology on the basis of this attempt to break up with the 
conventional and dominant ways of unclerstanding what 

ideology is. His criticism firstly attacks on the dominant 

science/ideology dichotomy. He says, "The notion of ideology 

has to be disconnected from the philosophy of science, with 

which in the past it has almost inevitably bound up." (21) 

Firstly, the French rationalist tradition of de Tracy made a 

connection between science and ideology, giving ideology the 

meaning of the science of ideas that would be capable of 

c\emystifying society. The kind of knowledge that formed the 

content of ideology would rid society of prejudices. As is well

known Napoleon reversed this perspective, and ideology 

became understood as "that which lies beyond the margins of 

science" - as the very repository of prejudice and obfuscation" 

(Giddens, .1991: 21). The same science/icleology dichotomy is 
present in the empiricist-positivist tradition as well as in the 

Marxist tradition. The clifference between these two traditions 

"lies in their opposing conceptions of what constitutes the 

science that excludes ideology: In the work of Althusser, for 

example, it is Marxism itself (and possibly psychoanalysis) 

which is tl1at science. For Popper, on the other hand, both are 

the supreme examples of pseudo-sciences" (Giddens, 1991: 22). 

For Giddens this is rather a "comic opposition to be based upon 

a false starting point" that "ideology can be defineci in reference 
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to trutlı claims" (22). In other words, while science is identified 
with the Truth, ideology represents the falsity. 

Obviously, science / ideology dichotomy, as Giddens and 
n1ost others emphasize, has been a controversial issue for 

theorists of ideology. lt is of course problematic ta take ideology 

as a margin concept whose function is limited ta define what 
science is, or what science is not. However, I also believe that we 

cam1ot simply ignore or reject what have been said on the issue, 

and carry on towards a new concept that has na trace of ali that 

have been said in the history of philosophy or social theory. 

Rather, l suggest that despite ali contradictions, inconsistencies 

and even absurdities we find in conventional theories of 
ideology, we must focus on what have been said, how they are 

said, and why they are said. The enterprise, then, is not ta reject 

or abandan a concept ar its certain useS, but ta lacate it in its 

context. That is necessary, 1 believe, not only ta understand the 

theories of ideology, but alsa to tınderstand the problems of 

contemparary hun1an condition, and alsa to make a 

revolutionary departure from traditional ways of 
conceptualizing ideology. 

True/False Consciousness Dichotomy 

Under this heading we have ta deal with another 
dichotomy: The dichotomy of true / folse consciousness, through 

which misrecognition of reality or an illusion is located in 

knowledge. In relation ta this dichotomy two questions seem 
crucial: How can we assert falsehaod to the consciausness of the 

subject? And, if by maintaining the concept of ideology we also 

keep the notion of misrecognition or distortion of the social 

reality, yet we still insist that ideology cannot be understood as 

false consciausness, then where is this misrecogni tion / 

distortion to be located? The Marxian formula well defines the 

illusion: 'They do not know what they are doing, but they are 

still doing it.' The notion of ideology as false consciousness, 
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which is based on this formula, implies that the ontological 
consistency of the social reality is possib]e only on condition 

that its participants are not aware of its proper logic. This classic 
approach to ideology has been contested by a mımber of 

theorists like Giddens, Laclau, Lefort, Freeden, Sloterdijk and 
Zizek. Giddens rejects any idea that links ideology with tnıth 

claims. He also rejects to think ideology through a given 
content. 1-Ie suggests that the concept is an empty one, which 

allov..·s it to incorporate the forms of significations within 
systeıns of domination in its own forınation and to represent 
particular forms of signification as universal ones (22). 

Laclau claiıns, "the theoretical ground that ınade sense of 
the concept of 'false consciousness' has evidently dissolved" 

(1991: 26). 1-Iis argument is.based on the idea that the identity.of 

social agent can no lenger be fixed at the basis of objective class 
interests. it is only when the identity of the agent is recognized 

as positive and non-contradictory, it becoınes possible to 

attribute falsehood to the consciousness of the subject. 
I-Iowever, since "any social subject is essentially decentred" and 

since "her identity is nothing but the unstable articulation.of 
constantly changing positionalities" we cannot assert that her 
consciousness is 'false' (Ladan, 1991: 26). 

Sloterdijk is another writer who attempts !o reverse the 
classic Marxian forınula of 'false consciousness'. For hin1 in 

today's society the actual problem is not 'false consciousness', 
but 'enlightened false consciousness'. The formula is no longer 

read as "they do not know what they are doing, but they are stili 
doing it". it has now become "they know what they are doing, 

but they are stili doing it". This new formula implies that we are 

living in a post-ideological society: We keep a cynical distance 
between the ideological truth and ourselves. We no lenger . 

believe in ideological truth; we do not take ideological 

propositions seriously, but what we have is only an enlightened 
false consciousness since we are stili doing things in which we 
no lenger believe (Sloterdijk, 1987). 
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Sloterdijk' s cynical reason cannot represent a total bre ak 

with the h·aditional understandings of ideology, from whose 
perspectives too today's society appears post-ideologıcal. The 
illusion remains located in the side of knowl:dge. The 

prevailing ideology, as Zizek suggests, is that of cymcısm: 
Eveıı if we do not take tlıiııgs seriously, eveıı if we keep mı 
iroııical distaııce, we are stili doing them. (.:.) Far e.~aıııple,_ 
t!ıeı kııow t!ıat tlıeir idea of Frcedoııı is ıııakıııg a paı hcıdaı 
for;,ı of exploitatioıı, but tlıey stili coııtinue to follow tlııs ıdea 
of Freedoııı (33). 

The question to ask again is: If it is not on the side of 

knowledge where is the illusion? The answer is obvıous: The 
illusion is not on the side of kııowledge, but on the sıde. of what 
people are doiıı~. Another question follows up the fırst one. 
How should thec illusion be understood? Both Zizek and Ladan 

give siınilar answers to these questions. Zizek di_rectly asks the 
same questions and answers theın by identifying ideology (the 

ideological) with the individual' s social reality. He. eınphasız~s 
!hat the illusion guides and structures the ındıvıdual s 

relationship to reality, or in other words the indivi~lu~l's actıo~:. 
Wlıat tiıey do ııot kııow is tlıat tlıcir social rcalıty aself, _theıı 
activihJ, is gııided by aıı illıısion, by a fetıslııstıc ııı~e,sıon. 
Wlıat tlıcy overlook, wlıat tiıcy ıııisrecogıııze, ıs ııot tlıe '.~alay 
but tlıc illıısioıı wlıiclı is stnıcturiııg tlıeır realıhJ, tlıcıı ,eal 
social activity. Tlıev kııow very well lıow tlıiııgs reaUy are, but 
stili tlıcy are cloiııg it as if tiıeı; ıliıl not bıow. Tlıe ıllıısıon ıs 
tlıereforc doublc: it coıısists in overlookıııg tlıe ıllıısıon wlııc~ 
is strııcturiııg oıır rcal, effective relatıoııslııp ta ıealıhJ. Aıı 
tlıis overlooked, ııııcoııscioııs illıısioıı is wlıat ıııay be called tlıe 
ideological fantasy (32-33). 

Similarly Ladan points to the constilutive role of. the 

ideological. The illusion is not the misrecogn,ition of a pos'.tıve 
identity of the social, but that of the iınpossıbılıty of the socıety. 
The ideological can be understood as the will t~, totalıty'. ın the 
sense that it is constitutive of the social because the ~ocıal ~nl~ 
exists as the vain atteınpt to instilute that iınpossıble obıect. 
society" (Laclau: 1991: 27). 
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Laclau, together with Zizek, offers a way of understanding 
the ontological dimension of ideology. They conceive ideology 

not as the distortion of reality, but as the construction of reality 

through distortion. The distortion (the illusion) they are 

discussing is "not the distortion of a pre-constitı.ıted identity, 

but rather a discursive operation that constructs a constitutive 

clos_ure of social and political identities" (Torfing, 1999: 216). 
Distortion conceals the dislocation and undecidability of any 

identity. This point is emphasized even ınore strongly in 

Laclau' s la ter article "The Death and Resurrection of Ideology": 

"The notion of distortion involves something ınore than mere 

dislocation: Namely, that a concealment of some sort takes place 

in it. Now, ... what is concealed is the ultimate dislocation of 
what presents itself as a close identity, and the act of 

concealment consists in projecting on to that identity the 
dimension of closure that it ultimately lacks" (1996: 4). 

I want to conclude this part of the paper by suggesting that 
it is important far the social theory to recognise that there is no 

extra-ideological reality, and that "ideology is a dimension 

which belongs to the structure of all possible experience" 
{Laclau, 1996: 9). 

A Tautology: Political ldeology 

in this part of the paper, my main objective is to correct a 
tautology: it seems quite common to use the adjective 'political' 
before the word 'ideology' to specify certain forms of political 

thought and separate them aut from 'philosophical' ones. This 

distinction between philosophical and ideological implies the 

science/ideology dichotomy once again, and overlooks the 

political character of ideology and the ideological character of 

philosophy. 1 will dwell upon tlıe political character of ideology. 
There are three reasoris far this: First, ideology is a political 

practice because it is constitı.ıtive of the social. Secondly, 
ideology articulates some discursive farms {social identities) in 
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its totality by hegemonizing the social, which means acting over 
the social in order to limit the infinite play of differences that 
characterise it. üne of Laclat( s central assertions can be 
repeated here: "The constitution ofa social identity is _an act of 
power and that identity as such is power" (1990: 33). Thırdly, the 
uses of ideology in various disciplines including medıa studıes 
are associated with the sphere of politics and those uses specıfy 
power relations as centı.·al to the concept of ideology. As 
Fairclough reminds us, "ideologies are closely linked to power, 
because the nature of the ideological assurnptions ernbedded rn 

particular conventions, and so the nature of tl~ose conve~tions 
thernselves, depends on power relations whıch underlıe the 
conventions" (2). An understanding of the relations of power in 
modern society entails awareness to its ideological nahıre, or 
vice versa. 

I want to ernphasize that neglecting the political character 
of ideology is itself an ideological enterprise, which can be takeri 
as one of the versions of 'the end of ideology" theses. it is 
ideological, like different versions of mentioned theses, in the 
sense that it associates itself with the irnpossible "ideal of pure, 

non-paliticnl, adrninistı.·ative practices" (Laclau, 1996: 15). 

Conclusion 

To conclude this paper I will content with repeating my 
initial position: We should retain the concept of ideology. The 
constitı.ıtive role of the ideological can justify rny position not to 
discard the notion of ideology and not to consider today' s 
society as a post-ideological society: Because ideology is a 
perrnanent and structı.ıring phenornenon, the end of ideology 
would signal the end of social reality itself; and the 

abandonment of the concept of ideology would leave us in an 
abyss. 
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How To Straighten a Crook~ed Timber 

Abstract 
The dream ol a peaccful world order has ?ccupicd minds of many great thinkers. Recently, 
Jurgen Habermas has offcre~ a new versıon of it This paper will attempt ıo investigate what 
Hab~rm?s has ~een e!aboratmg on the re!evanl features of deliberative democracy since the 
publıcatı.on of hıs Between_Fact~ and Norms. The analysis wHI specifical!y focus on his 
formu!atıo_n of mutual _relatıonshıp between public and prlvate autonomy as tlıo fundamental 
bas~ f~r hıs co~mopohtan scheme. This will be ticd to his new concept: Constitulional 
patrıotısm arguı_ng ~or tlıe n~ce~sıty ofa shlft from national ta a cosrnopohtan constitutional 
order based on ınstıtutıonalısatıon of human rights ona global sc<ıle. 
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